FundsAtWork Umbrella Funds
Namibia

corporate

Engaged and
productive employees
influence a business’
journey to success.
Having employees
that feel cared for
means they are more
productive and more
likely to contribute to
this journey.
Productive employees
are predominantly
physically and
financially healthy.

Momentum has done extensive research to identify
the different needs of members belonging to an
umbrella fund. Following from that FundsAtWork is
made up of the following parts:

Client
engagement

Savings &
investment

FundsAtWork helps to take care
of your employees’ financial goals.

Insurance

Our outcome-based investment
philosophy optimises the
probability of employees reaching
their retirement goals. Flexible,
innovative insurance benefits protect
employees’ financial security when

Employer choice

life-changing events occur. Financial

Together with your financial adviser you make the initial decisions on the
structure of your scheme. These choices include the most appropriate product
option, contribution rates, normal retirement age, investment portfolios and
insurance benefits. Members can then make certain changes to your initial
decisions to suit their own needs.

education and innovative digital
solutions empower members to
make the right financial decisions.
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Savings &
investment
The savings and investment solution is
based on our outcome-based philosophy
where we place the desired retirement
outcomes of your employees at the
centre of the investment process.

FundsAtWork has two product options.
Provider is appropriate if you
and your employees need a degree
of flexibility.
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Entrepreneur is the more
sophisticated product option for you and your
employees. Momentum investment portfolios
and selected unit trusts from external
investment managers are available.

Outcome-based investing
Momentum’s outcome-based investing is about placing
the members’ goals at the centre of the investment
process. It is designed to maximise the probability of
members achieving their future needs by ensuring that
their investment grows in line with inflation and protects
them from uncertainty. Investments are managed
differently and are not limited to a single benchmark.
Inherent in outcome-based investing is the enhanced
levels of diversification, relative to most other investment
approaches. This adds to the robustness and less volatility
over time as well the predictability of the outcome.

Outcome-based investing is:
• Building portfolios around members’ goals, not an
arbitrary peer group.
• Maximising the probability of members achieving their
unique goals.
• Ensuring portfolios remain flexible, adaptable and
diversified.
• Ensuring an attractive risk-adjusted return that provides
a more consistent investment experience over time.
• Limiting the risk and temptation of market timing.

In addition to investing in outcome-based investment portfolios we encourage members to do the following to build their
retirement savings:

Increase their
contribution rate

Increase their
pensionable salary

Make additional voluntary
contributions

Save their retirement
savings when they change
employers

Target a higher
investment return

Buy the right annuity at
retirement and reduce their
expenses after retirement

Insurance
The FundsAtWork insurance benefits help to minimise the impact of unexpected life-changing events that could leave employees
unable to earn an income because of critical illness, disability or death.

Lump sum death benefit
Spouse’s and children’s pension benefit

Family Protector

Income disability benefit
Lump sum disability benefit

FlexiCovers
Standard insurance

Insurance
Critical illness benefit

Death benefits
Lump sum death benefit - On the death of a member, the cover is paid as a lump sum.
Spouse’s and children’s pension benefit - A monthly benefit is paid to the spouse and the children on the death of a member.
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Disability benefits
Our goal is to get employees fit and back into the workplace to earn an income. Our disability workplace management initiatives
assist disabled or ill employees to return to work and become productive once more.
We believe that claiming for disability should be a simple and clear process that you can easily manage. The Wellness Care
Centre is there to help you every step of the way; from starting the claims process and assessing the claim, to assisting the
member with rehabilitation and reskilling
Lump sum disability benefit - A lump sum is paid to the member if they are totally and permanently disabled.
Income disability benefit – If a member is disabled they will receive a monthly income mainly until they recover or retire or pass
away. The employer can add an annual escalation and employer contribution waiver benefit, and has a choice of waiting periods,
initial periods and definition of disability.

Critical illness benefit
We have developed a critical illness benefit to ensure that your employees have peace of mind if they are diagnosed with a critical
illness.

FlexiCovers
FlexiCovers is a feature on a number of the insurance benefits and is designed to give members the flexibility to decide on the
level or amount of insurance cover to suit their personal circumstances. Members have different needs at the various stages of
their lives. If their children are young their priority is to protect them financially. The members can then flex up their insurance
benefits. This will reduce the amount that goes towards their retirement savings. They can increase their retirement contribution
or pay an additional voluntary contribution if they can afford it. If their children are older and no longer financially dependent
on them then they can reduce or flex down their insurance benefits. This will result in more money being invested for their
retirement.
The example shows how the member can use FlexiCovers depending on where they are in their lives.

Member can flex
up when children
are young

6x

annual
salary
The free cover limit is a Namibian Dollar amount

4x

Employer’s choice (default cover)

annual
salary
Member can flex
down to maximise
savings before
retirement

2x

annual
salary
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Family Protector
The Family Protector benefit has the
following parts:

Funeral benefit

Education benefit

Funeral benefit

Education benefit

Following the death of the member or the member’s spouse
or child, the funeral benefit will provide a lump sum to cover
the urgent expenses. It provides the members with basic
insurance cover to ease the financial burden placed on the
family at a difficult time

The benefit is paid if the member dies and is used for the
education of the member’s children. The benefit supplements
the lump sum death benefit that the member has.

Members may flex up to the funeral benefit PLUS option. The
members may:

•
•

Increase the cover for their children.
Include cover for additional children

•

Our communication is relevant and targeted to meet the
audience’s need for information. All communication to the
members is approved by the trustees before distribution.

•
•
•

Members may flex up to the education benefit PLUS option.
The members may:

increase the cover for their spouse/s and themselves
include cover for parents and / or parents-in-law.
increase cover for children

Client engagement
Employers and their employees have the need to engage with
us in a certain way. Our digital engagement platforms like the
employer portal and the member portal offer you and your
employees a way to interact with us. Trustee newsletters,
transaction-based email and SMS form part of the regular
communication with the members.
The following are some of our focus areas:
•
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All administration systems are fully integrated. A fully
functional and live website is available for members,
employers and financial advisers.
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Employer portal
The employer portal is a real-time and fully integrated
web-based tool used by employers. It saves you time and
empowers you to better manage the monthly contribution
process, add new employees and load claims quickly and
securely. You also have access to employee and scheme
information and reports at your fingertips.

The FundsAtWork distinctive
value proposition
Outcome-based investing

Rehabilitation and disability case
management

We put your employees’ retirement goals at the

Our Wellness Care Centre is a multi-disciplinary team

centre of the investment process.

that performs holistic disability claims assessment

Employer portal

and management services.

The employer portal empowers you to manage your

Family Protector

employees’ benefits at your convenience.

The Family Protector benefit protects our members
when unexpected events happen.

Member engagement
Through multiple communication channels, you and
your employees benefit from regular communication

FlexiCovers

and client education, and have easy access to

Employees can flex their insurance benefits according

information and transactional capabilities.

to their needs.

For more information contact your FundsAtWork Specialist.
T: 0800 006 146
F: +264 61 234 851
E: fundsatworknamibia@momentum.co.na
www.fundsatwork.co.na

www.momentum.co.za

twitter.com/momentum_za

facebook.com/momentumZA

Disclaimer

10/2018
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FundsAtWork is underwritten by MMI Holdings Namibia Limited (Reg No. 89/327). This document is for illustrative purposes only and does not constitute tax, legal, accounting
or financial advice. The user relies on the contents at his/her sole discretion. A person should not act in terms of the information in this document without discussing it with an
authorized financial adviser and should seek personal, legal and tax advice. MMI Holdings Namibia Limited and its subsidiaries shall not be liable for any loss, damage (whether
direct or consequential) or expenses of any nature which may be suffered as a result of or which may be attributable, directly or indirectly, to the use or reliance upon this
publication. Terms and Conditions Apply.
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